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Motivation

1. Help players the make quicker 
and better decisions in manager 
mode.

2. Useful tool for finding players 
with underrated release clause.



Our Data:

Source: FC 24 Third-Party data Website

Sample Size: 15000+ players

Features:  64 (Numerical: 61, Categorical: 3)

Target: Players’ release clause value



FC 24
Biggest Soccer Game

 

Players’ attributes are 
correlated with their 
performance in real life.

Release Clause in the 
game is as same as in the 
real life.



Manager Career



Data Preprocessing



Distribution of Release Clause



Handling of Zero Values

Release Clause = 0 (Free agent)



Handling of Zero Values



Logarithmic Transformation 

Handling of zero values

Reducing Influence of Outliers

Handling Skewed Data



Processing Categorical Features

Foot: Right, Left

                                           Best position

One-Hot Encoding



Correlation Heatmap



Correlation Heatmap and Feature Selection

Most related: Wage(0.76), International Reputation(0.56),  
Potential(0.57)

 

Negatively related: Height(-0.04), Weight(-0.03), Growth(-0.18)

Features Selected to our Model: 
Potential,Reactions,Composure,Base stats,International 
reputation,Passing / Kicking,Dribbling / Reflexes,Wage(€:K)



Visualization



 Visualization



Here is a trimmed version of our 
data set:



Training Set & Test Set

We split the original dataset and 
created a training set, a validation 
set, and a test set in the ratio of 
6:2:2 to avoid overfitting and test 
the model's accuracy.



Model Training and Tuning



Model Selection

1. Random Forest Ression

2. XGBoost Regressor

3. Multilayer Perceptron Regressor



Random Forest Regression

predict outcomes based on diverse predictor variables. This 
ensemble method integrated predictions from multiple decision trees, 
each constructed using a random subset of features and data points, 
to enhance model accuracy and robustness. 



Tune Hyperparameter



Results & Errors



Results & Errors Visualization



XGBoost

● Extreme Gradient Boosting, iteratively builds a 
series of decision trees to make predictions. It 
optimizes the model's performance by 
minimizing errors at each step and combining 
the predictions of multiple weak learners into a 
strong model. XGBoost can handle both 
classification and regression tasks and is robust 
against overfitting.



Tune Hyperparameter



Results & Errors



Results & Errors Visualization



MLP

A multi-layer perceptron (MLP) is a 
form of artificial neural network that 
features several layers of neurons. 

These neurons often employ nonlinear 
activation functions, enabling the MLP 
to capture intricate data patterns. 

Their ability to model nonlinear 
relationships makes MLPs valuable 
tools in machine learning, suitable for 
various applications including 
classification, regression, and pattern 
recognition.



Tune Hyperparameter



Results & Errors 



Results & Errors Visualization
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Model Accuracy Summary

In light of this, we can see:
RFR: MSE 0.12
XG: MSE 0.11
MLP: MSE 0.31

Here is XG: 



Conclusion
▪ 1. Understand the the usefulness of the role in releasing clause in 

FC24, main objective: predicting it in the game for finding players with 

underrated release clause (which also applies to real-world)

▪ 2. Challenges: large quantity of data with attributes, hard to find 

what’s important. Hard to find suitable dataset. 

▪ 3. Tried different models such as LASSO R, and MLP. Found RFR and XG 

to be the best. 

▪ 4. Future challenges:  limited applications to both gaming and real 

world due to limited resources but enough to provide a general sense 

what our predictions mean

▪ 5. Need to find more accurate data from the companies and teams Slide: 34
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